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Abstract

Current approaches for risk analysis of biometric au-
thentication technology are limited to enrollment and
identification/verification processes with biometric algo-
rithms mainly considered as black-boxes, only. This paper
presents a systematic approach for a holistic security risk
analysis of biometric authentication technology based on
the high-level component & process model for integrated
security risk analysis of biometric authentication technol-
ogy, also proposed here. The processes and components
used within this model are introduced together with a
comprehensive terminology for biometric authentication
technology especially developed for the research area of IT
security biometrics. Biometric authentication risk matri-
ces are used to show that single possible risk effect classes
can be identified. A discussion on the enabled possibil-
ities for risk analysis shows the significant advantage of
this integrated approach for holistic security risk analysis
of biometric authentication technology in comparison to
other approaches.

Keywords: Authentication, biometric authentication tech-
nology, holistic security risk analysis, IT security biomet-
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1 Introduction

After having established the legal basis for the broad us-
age of biometric technology the adequate evaluation of
resulting technical and societal risks in a holistic manner
is of high importance. With the already started interna-
tional governmentally supported standardization projects
and working groups (for instance ISO/IEC SC 37) for
biometric person identification and authentication tech-
nology, it can be stated that biometric technology should
be available for example with standardized data formats
for biometric data interchange, communication protocols,
and unified programming interfaces for enabling the in-
teroperability of different biometric systems and compo-
nents in existing (national) information and communica-

tion technology (ICT) infrastructures. Biometric technol-
ogy for person authentication, identification, surveillance,
and other applications itself contains core processes and
components, which are the main subject of the risk anal-
ysis and evaluation approach in this paper. The paper
starts with selected terminology from IT security biomet-
rics, privacy, safety, performance, and security risk anal-
ysis for biometric authentication technology and a com-
prehensive approach for biometric authentication systems
in Section 2. In Section 3 a high-level component & pro-
cess model for integrated security risk analysis of biomet-
ric authentication technology is presented. A holistic se-
curity risk analysis approach for biometric authentication
technology based on the predefined model and on biomet-
ric authentication risk matrices is discussed in Section 4.
This paper closes with conclusions in Section 5.

2 Fundamentals

Fundamentals are given in two subsections dedicated to
terminology (2.1) and biometric authentication systems
for ICT infrastructures (2.2).

2.1 Terminology on IT Security Biomet-

rics, Privacy, and Risks

IT Security Biometrics. For authentication, identifi-
cation, and surveillance purposes IT security biometrics
uses the mathematical definitions of metrics and metric
spaces as explained in [2], which are defined by Weis-
stein in [35]. Jain and Dubes are defining in [13, 19] dis-
tance measures based on the Minkowski metric d(i, k) =

(
∑d

j=1 |xij − xkj |
r)

1
r , where r ≥ 1 and x(i|k)j is the j th

feature of the (i |k)th pattern in a pattern matrix. The
Minkowski metric defines for r = 2 the Euclidean dis-
tance, for r = 1 the Manhattan distance, and for r → ∞
the sup distance. If all features are binary the Manhat-
tan distance is called Hamming distance, which is known
from the comparison of iris codes (=biometric signatures)
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of Daugman’s method in [12]. IT security biometrics is
defined in [2]:

Definition: IT security biometrics is the
study on person recognition methods based on
the sensing of a person’s biological characteris-
tics, measuring of the captured or scanned bio-
metric characteristics (raw data and sensor sys-
tem calibration data), computing of biometric
signatures and biometric templates, and verify-
ing and identifying against biometric templates
and (hashed) biometric signatures with regard to
the mathematical definitions of metrics and met-
ric spaces. The (hashed) biometric signatures
are used for authentication purposes against and
identification and surveillance purposes by IT
systems within ICT infrastructures.

Privacy. Privacy is everyone’s fundamental human right,
which is documented in the Universal Declaration of Hu-
man Rights by the General Assembly of the United Na-
tions [16]. In this paper a definition of privacy by Westin
from [34] is used: “Privacy is the claim of individu-
als, groups and institutions to determine for themselves,
when, how and to what extent information about them is
communicated to others”. Fischer-Hübner formulates in
[14] basic privacy principles, which summarize the most
essential privacy requirements. Concerning the analysis
of risks for privacy in biometric IT systems, the discus-
sion focusses on the privacy principles of purpose binding
and necessity of data collection. The principle of purpose
binding limits the subsequent use of personal data to the
specified purposes. The principle of necessity of data col-
lection means to avoid or at least to minimize personal
data within an ICT system.

Safety and Performance Risks of Biometric Au-
thentication Technology. Leveson delivers in [24] the
terminology used in IT safety for defining risks. Based on
a definition of hazard (level) she defines the notion of risk:
“Risk is the hazard level combined with (1) the likelihood
of the hazard leading to an accident ([...] danger) and
(2) hazard exposure or duration ([...] latency)”. Leveson
additionally proposes that “The likelihood of hazard oc-
currence can be specified quantitatively or qualitatively.”.
With regard to wider safety issues she defines the terms
failure and fault : “Failure is the nonperformance or in-
ability of the system or component to perform its intended
function for a specified time under specified environmen-
tal conditions. Fault is a higher-order event. [...] In
general all failures are faults, but not all faults are fail-
ures.”. Leveson further presents a distinction of faults in
subcategories cited from McCormick in [27] for clarifying
the term higher-order event. A detailed classification of
faults is given by Laprie in [23]. Focussing on the aspects
of safety (e.g. reliability, availability) and performance
(e.g. throughput, latency) a specific definition is used
here:

Definition: A safety risk of biometric au-
thentication technology is the risk of degra-
dation of the biometric authentication system’s
safety and performance caused by failures and
faults.

Security Risk of Biometric Authentication Tech-
nology. Kossakowski describes in [21] a risk manage-
ment process based on the three main parts risk analysis,
crisis management, and insurances, where he extends a
risk analysis phase for evaluation of threats and risks by
Bhaskar in [1] to a control cycle subsuming: 1. initia-
tion and determination of goals, 2. evaluation of threats
and risks, 2a. identification of assets, 2b. identification
and evaluation of threats, 2c. identification and evalua-
tion of vulnerabilities, 2d. identification and evaluation
of risks, 2e. identification and evaluation of security mea-
surements, 3. selection of measurements, 4. execution of
measurements, and 5. control and improvement of mea-
surements and personnel; goto 4. With regard to 2b.-
2d. it can be concluded for a risk analysis approach for
biometric technology that threats need to be identified
and evaluated revealing vulnerabilities from which specific
risks for biometric technology are derived. By taking the
general aspects of the definitions of the terms threat and
vulnerability by Pfleeger and Pfleeger in [29], Bishop in
[3], and Shirey in [33] into account specific definitions are
used here:

Definitions: A threat to biometric authen-
tication technology is the potential of a cir-
cumstance or an action that causes loss of se-
curity, degradation of the technology’s reliabil-
ity or performance, or the harm to a person’s
privacy. The vulnerability of biometric au-
thentication technology is a flaw or weakness
that makes it possible for a threat to biometric
authentication technology to occur.

Shirey defines in [33]: “risk [...] expectation of loss
expressed as the probability that a particular threat will
exploit a particular vulnerability with a particular harm-
ful result.”. Kossakowski defines in [21]: “risk [...] the
extent of a threat. For this the probability of the vulner-
ability’s exploitation is combined with the expected degree
of damage.” (translated from German). The above IT se-
curity definitions of risk are focussing on probabilities of
threats exploiting vulnerabilities with expected harmful
results or damages. A specific security risk is used here:

Definition: A security risk of biometric au-
thentication technology is an expectation of
loss expressed as the probability that a spe-
cific threat to biometric authentication technol-
ogy will be exploited against a specific vul-
nerability of biometric authentication technology
with potentially hazardous consequences and ef-
fects.
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Brunnstein defines in [8] a Security & Application Risk
Traffic Light Model to cope with quantitative probabili-
ties, which are difficult and sometimes impossible to de-
termine for IT security (biometrics) issues. Within this
model colors are used to indicate the probability of an
exploited vulnerability, representing the risk, in a quali-
tative way. Green represents a low probability, yellow a
medium, and red a (very) high probability for a risk to
manifest. This approach modified for the field of appli-
cation risk management has been presented in [9], where
the colors are indicating the states of application pro-
cesses ranging from green for no risk (OK), over yellow
for low risk, and orange for medium risk to red for high
risk (ALERT). Brunnstein’s model is used here as follows:

Definition: A security* risk of biometric
authentication technology is a security risk
of biometric authentication technology expressed
along Brunnstein’s Security & Application Risk
Traffic Light Model.

2.2 Biometric Authentication Systems

for ICT Infrastructures

A biometric authentication system can be considered as
a part of a biometric authentication infrastructure where
a person is subjected to a general authentication process,
which is given by [2]:

1) Enrollment:
During the phase of enrollment appropriate biomet-
ric raw data of a person is captured, the biometric
signature (template|class) for the biometric authen-
tication is computed, and the relevant biometric and
personal data is stored in a biometric database.

2) (Biometric) Authentication (1:c, 1:1): A per-
son’s authenticity is checked by an identification
(1:c) or verification (1:1) comparison of the present
computed biometric signature with the previously
computed biometric signature (template|class) in the
phase of biometric authentication with(out) being
combined with authentication methods based on a
person’s knowledge, possession, location, and time
((single|multi)factor biometric authentication).

3) Authorization:
Implicit and explicit authorizations are given to the
person in the authorization phase with respect to
strong and weak authorizations.

4) Access Control:
In the access control phase the access to e.g. IT
system resources or activity control within electronic
business processes is granted by an access manage-
ment system (AMS), which can be based on the con-
cepts of mandatory, discretionary, or role-based ac-
cess control (M/D/RBAC).

5) Derollment and Authorization Withdrawal:
In the phase of derollment and authorization with-
drawal a person is derolled and the access rights, rel-
evant biometric and personal data are removed from
a biometric database.

A set of basic elements can be identified from which
biometric authentication systems along the general (bio-
metric) authentication process can be constructed. These
elements are wetware entities (persons) and hardware
components, biometric communication channels, biomet-
ric processes for (en|de)rollment and authentication, bio-
metric algorithms, biometric signatures, and biometric
databases.

Definition: A biometric authentication sys-
tem is defined as a set of hardware compo-
nents, processes, algorithms, data structures,
and databases fulfilling internal and/or exter-
nal communication between the elements for the
purpose of biometric authentication.

Biometric Processes. Based on the general (biomet-
ric) authentication process four core processes can be
identified: sensing and biometric (en|de)rollment and
authentication processes. Figure 1 shows the biometric
(en|de)rollment processes from [2] and the extension of
the biometric authentication process from [2, 7].

Definitions: Biometric enrollment is the
process of training a person’s biometric
(characteristics|patterns) into a biometric
person recognition system and storing of
the biometric data in a biometric database.
Biometric authentication is the process of
verifying a person’s claimed identity by com-
parison of a computed biometric signature from
the person’s biometric (characteristics|patterns)
against a stored biometric template. Biomet-
ric derollment is the process of detraining
a person’s biometric (characteristics|patterns)
from a biometric person recognition system and
removal of the biometric data from a biometric
database.

A sensing process within an (active) sensor system is
used, which delivers a human-sensor-system-interface for
capturing/scanning a person’s biological characteristics.
The capturing/scanning process results in biometric raw
data and sensor system calibration data, called biomet-
ric characteristics. The captured data is handed over
to the biometric (en|de)rollment or authentication algo-
rithm. For authentication the authorized users are as-
sumed to be already enrolled and their biometric tem-
plates to be stored in a secure biometric database.

Biometric Algorithms. Within the sequential bio-
metric processes for (en|de)rollment and authentica-
tion several algorithms – also called modules with re-
gard to their implementations – are used for differ-
ent computations (Figure 1): P : preprocessing, Q:
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Figure 1: Biometric sensing, enrollment, authentication, and derollment processes for (Single|Multi)factor and
(Mono|Multi)modal biometric authentication systems
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quality check/enhancement & decision, N : normaliza-
tion, S: biometric signal processing, B: computa-
tion/hashing of biometric signature, C [en-/derollment]:
[re](clustering/classifying), and D [authentication]: com-
parison & decision algorithm. Homonymously, complete
biometric processes are called biometric algorithms due to
their application-specific dedication as parts of biometric
authentication systems. Here a biometric algorithm is de-
fined as follows:

Definition: In the broader sense a biomet-
ric (enrollment | authentication | deroll-
ment) algorithm is an algorithm for the en-
rollment, authentication, or derollment of a per-
son’s biometric characteristics against a biomet-
ric (authenti|identifi)cation system or abortion
of an attempt. In the narrower sense a biomet-
ric algorithm is a biometric signal processing
algorithm used within (en|de)rollment and au-
thentication.

Definitions: A biometric signature is a (bin|n-
)ary coded representation of biometric charac-
teristics for (distributed) computing systems. A
biometric template is a biometric signature
(class|cluster) representing a set of biometric sig-
natures. Biometric signatures/templates can be
hashed which results in hashed biometric sig-
natures/templates.

Biometric Databases. According to [5] a biometric
database is defined as:

Definitions: A biometric database is a
database which holds data about biometric char-
acteristics, biometric signatures, and personal
data. A biometric database which subsumes bio-
metric characteristics (raw data and calibration
data), biometric signatures, personal data, and
a rule-based access control mechanism is defined
to be a complete biometric database. A par-
tial biometric database represents a subset of a
complete biometric database.

Biometric Communication Channels. A threat for
biometric authentication via insecure networks is given by
replay attacks. A concept of a technical solution for this
problem is presented in Figure 2 by using an active sensor
system with an emitter for security information, which is
controlled over a control channel by a biometric authen-
tication server. The biometric raw data with the added
security information is captured and transferred to the
server over the data channel. The server accepts received
biometric raw data, if the expected and valid security in-
formation is included. The cryptographic secured control
and data channels, the active sensor system and security
information enhanced biometric raw data are defined to-
gether as secure biometric communication channels.

3 A High-Level Component &

Process Model for Integrated

Security Risk Analysis of Bio-

metric Authentication Technol-

ogy

In this section a high-level component & process model for
integrated security risk analysis of biometric authentica-
tion technology (ComProMiSe·Risk·of·BiT) (Figure 3) is
introduced, which is at least applicable for security anal-
ysis methods of attack trees by Schneier in [32], safety
analysis methods of fault trees like e.g. by Leveson in [24],
performance testing methods like e.g. by Bolle et al. in
[4], and privacy related analysis like taught by Fischer-
Hübner and Brunnstein. According to the BSI in [10]
security attacks on biometric technology can be classified
using three basic categories: 1. sensor attacks (copy,
falsification, similarity attacks), 2. data communica-
tion attacks (replay attacks), and 3. database attacks
(integrity attacks). The model introduced here extends
this set of categories by a fourth category 4. compu-
tation attacks and, therefore, delivers a detailed under-
standing of the biometric processes used in biometric au-
thentication technology as defined here (2.2). This new
category with strong relation to security attacks is the
starting point for the notion of the model to extend all
four categories to risks integrating (classical|holistic) se-
curity, safety, performance, and privacy aspects: 1. cap-
ture risks, 2. transmission risks, 3. storage risks,
and 4. computation risks. In Figure 3 the main com-
ponents of biometric authentication technology are listed
on the top level high-level methods with the methods cap-
ture, transmission, storage, and computation. On the level
below, titled high-level processes/functions, the different
processes for the components of the upper level can be
found. The capture method includes a sensing process.
The transmission method is associated with processes of
sending, receiving, and (en|de)cryption. The method stor-
age is related with processes of query, update, and write.
Finally, the computation method is combined with pro-
cesses for (en|de)rollment and authentication. Biometric
authentication technology investigated in the granularity
of high-level processes enables black box tests, which are
limited in behalf of more detailed evaluation and testing
within risk analysis procedures integrating aspects of se-
curity, privacy, safety, and performance. The scope of the
model presented here includes another level titled high-
level process components/function modules which enables
the study on risks based on process components/function
modules preprocessing P, quality check/enhancement &
decision Q, normalization N, biometric signal process-
ing S, computation/hashing of biometric signature/s B,
[re](clustering|classifying) C [en-/derollment], and com-
parison & decision D [authentication] within the bio-
metric processes (2.2) in addition to the components
of the other high-level methods. A subdivision of the
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Figure 2: Secure biometric communication channel (biochannel)

high-level process components/function modules reveals
sub-level processes/functions and sub-level process com-
ponents/function modules, which are out of the model’s
scope due to their algorithm-specific content.

What types of risks can be discussed with the
model? The model enables different types of single
and integrated risks to be discussed specifically for
biometric authentication technology: classical security,
privacy, safety, performance, and holistic security risks.
The classical security risks are based on the criteria of
confidentiality (e.g. secrecy, authenticity), integrity, and
availability. The availability aspect obviously reveals that
even in first approaches security risks are considered as an
integrated aspect. Within the determination of classical
security risks both qualitative and quantitative analysis
has been done. One main research aspect are attacks
threatening the resources and systemic assets by exploit-
ing vulnerabilities. The understanding of faults has been
inherited from IT safety for discussing availability. Pri-
vacy risks are mainly a qualitative analysis criterion and
can be explained by considering misuses which can be
(non-)intentional. Research aspects in privacy analysis
are e.g. anonymity, pseudonymity, purpose binding of
data processing, and necessity of data collection like pre-
sented by Fischer-Hübner in [14]. Research has also been
done with regard to safety risks defined on hazards and
which are based on an understanding of faults for dis-
cussing e.g. aspects of reliability and availability. A
strong relation is given to performance analysis methods
for explaining faults based on failures. The quantitative
aspect of performance risks (e.g. throughput, latency)
can be discussed using the criterion failures, which is
jointly used within safety and performance risk analysis.
Current IT security discussions are integrating aspects of
classical security risks, privacy risks, safety, performance,
and other relevant risks into a joint holistic understanding
of risks for IT systems. For this model a holistic security
risk is understood with regard to a technical system’s
functionalities in order to integrate different risk crite-
rions into a joint view. Furthermore it is assumed that
security, privacy, safety, and performance requirements in

all life cycle phases of biometric authentication technology
can be explained as functionalities. Brunnstein defines in
[11]: “A program’s or module’s or object‘s functional-

ity is characterized by the set of all specifications, formal
or informal, from which information about ’proper work’
of a program can be concluded, and from which certain
undesired functions can be excluded.”. The holistic risk
criterion shall be defined on the core notion of dysfunc-
tionality by Brunnstein in [11]: “A software or module is
called dysfunctional when at least one function deviates
from the specification.”:

Definition: A holistic security(*) risk of bio-
metric authentication technology is a secu-
rity(*) risk of biometric authentication technol-
ogy which is based on dysfunctional biometric
authentication technology with regard to secu-
rity, privacy, safety, and performance described
along the high-level component & process model
for integrated security risk analysis of biometric
authentication technology.

4 A Discussion on a Holistic Secu-

rity Risk Analysis Approach for

Biometric Authentication Tech-

nology

This section evaluates related security risk analysis ap-
proaches (4.1) and performance evaluation approaches
(4.2). Finally, a holistic risk analysis approach enabled
by the ComProMiSe·Risk·of·BiT model from Section 3 is
proposed (4.3).

4.1 Evaluation of Related Security Risk

Analysis Approaches

Only few partial risk analysis studies with relation to
biometric authentication systems exist. Selected related
work, initiated and supervised mainly by Brunnstein and
Brömme, is evaluated against the understanding of holis-
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Figure 3: High-Level Component & Process Model for integrated Security Risk Analysis of Biometric Authentication
Technology (ComProMiSe·Risk·of·BiT)

tic security(*) risk of biometric authentication technol-
ogy as defined here. Capture Risks. A risk analy-
sis approach of biometric systems is presented in [28] by
Paulsen. Within this work a qualitative risk analysis ap-
proach, which is based on a model and terminology by
Brömme, focussing on sensor attacks is discussed for fin-
gerprint, face, hand geometry, iris, and speaker recogni-
tion. Aspects of attacks against operating systems and
organizational risks are described. With regard to the
holistic security(*) risk of biometric authentication tech-
nology Paulsen’s work supports no qualitative risk analy-
sis on the training algorithms of biometric authentication
systems and delivers neither a risk analysis discussion on
the methods of transmission, storage, nor computation.
Transmission Risks. Froehling describes in [15] an en-
crypted transmission channel for biometric data based on
the idea and concept of secure biometric channels (2.2)
by Brömme. This work finally avoids to deliver the in-
tended qualitative risk analysis approach with focus on
the transmission of biometric data and presents the proto-
typical development of the communication channel, only.
With regard to the holistic security(*) risk of biometric
authentication technology Froehling’s work is neither dis-
cussing a single transmission risk analysis approach nor
an integrated risk analysis approach. Storage Risks.
Kronberg presents in [22] a.o. an approach integrating
an iris recognition method into Windows NT/2k’s logon.
In behalf of integrating the algorithm and storing and ac-
cessing computed biometric signatures/templates and the
users’ verification information, he studies different loca-
tions for biometric databases. Kronberg discusses partial
resulting risks for biometric databases from different at-

tack types within Windows. A discussion on holistic se-
curity(*) risks of biometric authentication technology like
proposed here is not delivered. Computation Risks.
Johns studies in [20] the applicability of wavelet transfor-
mations for biometric authentication with strong focus on
the mathematics of wavelets. For the link to IT security
Johns uses the terminology and parts of the model from
Brömme’s previous work and demonstrates the applica-
bility of the biometric authentication process from [7] for
testing and evaluation of an iris recognition algorithm’s
reliability and performance. With regard to the holis-
tic security(*) risk of biometric authentication technology
Johns’ work supports a single partial risk analysis of bio-
metric algorithms only and enables neither an integrated
nor a holistic risk analysis approach.

4.2 Evaluation of Selected Performance

Testing Approaches of Biometric Al-

gorithms and Systems

Assuming that biometric systems and algorithms are un-
derstood as pure pattern recognition systems and algo-
rithms test and evaluation approaches regarding their
performance exist. An introduction to evaluating bio-
metric systems with strong regard to their performance is
given by Phillips et al. in [31]. Here some characteristics
for ideal biometric systems are assumed: all members of a
population possess the needed biometric characteristic for
recognition, every biometric signature differs from all oth-
ers within the controlled population, biometric signatures
don’t vary under the conditions in which they are col-
lected, and the biometric system resists countermeasures.
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The evaluation is understood as the quantification of how
well biometric systems meet these properties. Phillips et
al. present performance evaluations (focussing their re-
sults on the false alarm/reject rate - different terms for
false acceptance/rejection rate) done within laboratory
and/or scenario tests at the NIST with regard to face
(face recognition technology - FERET 1993-98), voice,
and fingerprint recognition. The FERET tests have been
followed by face recognition vendor tests (FRVT) in 2000-
02. Phillips et al. are presenting within the FRVT 2002
report [30] an evaluation methodology for face recogni-
tion systems which is claimed to be adequate for general
testing of biometric systems. The FRVT tests are also
focussing on performance aspects. The herein used spe-
cific performance measures medium computational inten-
sity (MCInt) and high computational intensity (HCInt)
were generated for the evaluation of large-scale real world
applications. For fingerprint verification several interna-
tional fingerprint verification competitions (FVC) were
executed in 2000-02 and initiated for 2004. Like reported
by Maio et al. in [25] these tests of pattern recognition
applications focus on measuring the performance of the
submitted fingerprint recognition algorithms along a pre-
defined protocol. The genuine and imposter score dis-
tributions, false (non-)match rates (F(N)MR), receiver
operating curves (ROC), and enrollment and matching
times were determined, recorded and compared. A gen-
eral approach for testing and reporting the performance
of biometric devices has been presented by Mansfield and
Wayman in [26]. They acknowledge that technical per-
formance testing is only a single form of biometric test-
ing. Other types of testing, like e.g. reliability, availabil-
ity, maintainability, vulnerability, security, and more, are
listed within this report but are explicitly not addressed.
So far it can be concluded that none of the performance
testing approaches presented above enables a discussion
on holistic security(*) risks of biometric authentication
technology like proposed here.

4.3 Towards a Holistic Security Risk

Analysis Approach for Biometric Au-

thentication Technology

By studying security risks of biometric authentication
methods, researchers come to more secure and reliable
prototypical research solutions like presented for instance
with multimodal biometric methods (biometric fusion
techniques) by Hong and Jain in [17] and with multi-
factor multimodal biometric authentication methods by
Brömme in [6]. Based on adapted fault trees for se-
curity analyses, introduced by Schneier in [32] as at-
tack trees, a general attack tree for different types of
biometric methods can be constructed showing a se-
curity risk analysis in a qualitative way (Figure 4).
By increasing the complexity of the biometric authen-
tication method from (single|multi)factor monomodal to
(single|multi)factor multimodal biometric authentication
methods, a higher security benefit is produced. From a

non-holistic security engineering point of view multifac-
tor multimodal biometric authentication methods should
be preferred with regard to (high) security requirements.
This result enables a lot of research potential for promis-
ing innovative biometric authentication approaches. In-
stances from the application class of multifactor multi-
modal biometric authentication technology can be devel-
oped for fulfilling technical requirements for performance,
safety (reliability), and classical security (confidentiality,
integrity, availability). Therefore, the described type of
biometric authentication technology from Section 2.2 can
be used to derive different design patterns for modulariza-
tion and interfaces of processes and components. Single
technical risk analysis approaches and methods can show
risks with regard to specific aspects like safety and perfor-
mance issues. By also considering integrated risk analysis
approaches like in classical security, generic data formats
and interfaces between communicating modules and pro-
cesses have to be defined for enabling an integrated view
and evaluation of the resulting combined or overall sys-
tem risks. So far, pure technical development methods for
minimizing risks can be used as long as the different tech-
nical requirements from the different technical fields are
fulfilled within an integrated system. For the technical
aspects of security, safety, and performance it can be con-
cluded for a holistic security risk analysis approach for
biometric authentication technology that a well-defined
understanding of the processes and components involved
in the used biometric technology is necessary (2.2). For
a holistic security risk analysis it can also be concluded
that it is of little help that processes and components
of biometric technology are covered as so called company
secrets. Within a holistic security risk analysis approach
also non-technical but societal demands arise, for example
from the field of privacy. Here a simple technical solution
for biometric systems with strong regard to the classi-
cal security aspect of confidentiality (especially secrecy)
is stated for instance by Jain in [18] with a slide showing
“Protect the template!” (it has not been stated to pro-
tect the biometric raw data). This statement implies that
the uncontrolled collection and storage of biometric (raw)
data can be done as long as a protection mechanism in
form of cryptographic security or organizational and gov-
ernmental policies exists. From a holistic security point of
view, this is a restricted view on privacy-enhancing bio-
metric authentication technology for bypassing the tech-
nical problems arising with privacy demands directly in-
fluencing the system design of biometric authentication
technology down to very low technological levels. With
Westin’s understanding of privacy in mind it can be obvi-
ously concluded that individuals, groups and institutions
cannot determine for themselves, when, how and to what
extent information about them is communicated to others
due to the fact that a different type of biometric technol-
ogy with controlled collection, storage, and if demanded
avoidance of biometric (raw) data depending on the pur-
pose of usage is not offered, even if a development of such
a system is possible. Based on this knowledge there is
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Figure 4: General attack trees for (single|multi)factor (mono|multi)modal biometric authentication methods

a need of a systematic approach for finding holistic se-
curity risks in biometric authentication technology as a
basis for risk analysis and evaluation. One such approach
is presented here by using biometric authentication risk
matrices.

Enabling Holistic Security Risk Analysis by
using Biometric Authentication Risk Matri-
ces. Within this section biometric authentica-
tion risk matrices, which are based on the model
ComProMiSe·Risk·of·BiT, are introduced to systemati-
cally show and selectively discuss aspects of the area of
holistic security risks for biometric authentication tech-
nology. A risk matrix for biometric authentication meth-
ods is constructed from the elements (processes and com-
ponents) used within the method with the intention to
show specific scopes of potential risk interrelations be-
tween these elements. A potential for a risk interrelation
is given if there is no assumption or no evidence for the
absence of a risk. The relation ⊥ between these elements
is called has potential risk effect on. If there exists at min-
imum one case confirming this risk effect then ⊥ changes
to ` representing has risk effect on. If there is an as-
sumption or for sure no risk effect then the symbols ± for
has no potential risk effect and > for has no risk effect
are used. Processes are abbreviated with small latin let-
ters and components with capital latin letters. The place-
holder ? remains empty or can be replaced by specific risk
aspects of security, privacy, safety, and performance.
The symbol � is a placeholder that remains empty or can
be replaced by attack, misuse, fault, and failure (Ta-
ble 1).

The risk matrix in Table 2 visualizes the potential risk
effects between the three main biometric processes. The
matrix entry e�⊥?a represents in general risk influences of
biometric enrollment processes on biometric authentica-
tion processes. This can be instantiated for example with
efaul⊥safea describing a less reliable enrollment process
which has a potential safety risk effect on the authenti-
cation process resulting in the false recognition and/or

acceptance of persons. Another example is given with
matrix entry d�⊥?a of Table 2 as representation of gen-
eral risk influences of biometric derollment processes on
biometric authentication processes. Given the instanti-
ation of an attack for a derollment process dattc⊥secua
a potential security risk effect on a subsequent authen-
tication process can arise resulting for example in the
non-derollment of the selected person or derollment of a
third not selected person with the intention to later on
falsely recognize and/or accept the person which should
be derolled. It can be concluded that the flexibility of
the �⊥? relation in combination with the risk matrix en-
ables the systematic discussion of holistic security risks
based on different security risks between the processes for
(en|de)rollment and authentication. By taking the com-
ponents of the three main processes into account a more
complex matrix (Table 3), called full biometric authen-
tication risk matrix, can be generated to show the risk
interrelations between the process components and the
processes with regard to the single risk aspects described
by the �⊥? relation. From the overall more than seven
thousand1 single possible risk effect classes (PREC) given
here, three attack examples are introduced (emphasized
in Table 3) to demonstrate the strength of this approach
in systematically exploring and discussing holistic secu-
rity risks for biometric authentication technology.
Example PREC#1 eBattc⊥secuaD. This class of possi-
ble risk attacks describes the manipulation of enrollment
computations of biometric signatures (enrollment B mod-
ule) for intended false acceptance of imposters and/or
false rejection of genuines in subsequent authentication
attempts (authentication D module).
Example PREC#2 dCattc⊥safeeC. Within this class the
possible manipulation of a derollment reclustering of the
feature space for biometric templates (derollment C mod-
ule) of all enrolled persons during the derollment of a sin-

17056 = (4 × 4) × [(3 × 3) + (3 × 18) + (18 × 3) + (18 ×
18)]=(risk aspect vs risk aspect)×[(processes vs processes)+(processes
vs components)+(components vs processes)+(components vs compo-
nents)]
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Table 1: Notation for ⊥ and �⊥? relations of biometric authentication risk matrices

x⊥y

process x

x�⊥?y

� of process x
has potential risk effect on has potential ? risk effect on

process y process y

xA⊥yB

process x component A

xA�⊥?yB

� of process x component A
has potential risk effect on has potential ? risk effect on

process y component B process y component B

xA⊥y

process x component A

xA�⊥?y

� of process x component A
has potential risk effect on has potential ? risk effect on

process y process y

x⊥yB

process x

x�⊥?yB

� of process x
has potential risk effect on has potential ? risk effect on

process y component B process y component B

Table 2: Risk matrix for the �⊥? relation between biometric processes for (En|De)rollment and authentication with
emphasized examples e�⊥?a and d�⊥?a

�⊥? enrollment authentication derollment
enrollment e�⊥?e a�⊥?e d�⊥?e

authentication e�⊥?a a�⊥?a d�⊥?a
derollment e�⊥?d a�⊥?d d�⊥?d

gle person with the intended reliability risk effect on the
enrollment reclustering of the feature space for persons to
be enrolled (enrollment C module) is described.
Example PREC#3 aDattc⊥secudC. This class outlines
the manipulation of the decision within an authentication
attempt (authentication D module) with the intention to
falsely remove a person’s biometric template within a sub-
sequent derollment procedure (derollment C module). An
automatic biometric authentication system with a limited
number of entrance allowances per person for public trans-
portation could be, for example, target of such an attack.

For the holistic security risk analysis approach for bio-
metric authentication technology presented here it can be
concluded that the flexibility of the �⊥? relation in com-
bination with a risk matrix enables the systematic explo-
ration and discussion of holistic security risks by a secu-
rity analyst with(out) help of an inference system guiding
through the single implicit possible risk effects along the
risk matrix of a biometric authentication system, which
is under study. The holistic security risks are based on
different security risks between the biometric processes
and/or their components.

5 Conclusions

This paper presents a systematic approach for a holistic
security risk analysis of biometric authentication technol-
ogy based on the high-level component & process model
for integrated security risk analysis of biometric authen-
tication technology also proposed here. The processes
and components used within this model are developed

together with a terminology for biometric authentication
technology for the research field of IT security biometrics,
which is comprehensively presented here for the first time.
Current approaches for risk analysis of biometric authen-
tication technology are limited to enrollment and identi-
fication/verification processes with biometric algorithms
mainly considered as black-boxes, only. By using the bio-
metric authentication risk matrices introduced here it is
shown that more than seven thousand single possible risk
effect classes can be identified, which should be examined
for an overall holistic security risk analysis of biometric
authentication technology. With the systematic discov-
ery of such a large amount of possible risk effect classes in
this paper, it can be concluded that current biometric au-
thentication technology contains inherent holistic security
risks, which are not systematically explored. For this rea-
son, the specific risk analysis approach presented here has
a strong advantage in comparison with other evaluation
and risk analysis approaches in this area. More generally
speaking, the presented approach is a significant contri-
bution on the way to the possible development of more
(holistic) secure biometric authentication technology.
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